EXHIBIT A
Eros International PLC | <Narrow More> | News | Match Eros Intern...X | Sort Time Ordered  

1) Eros International Rises 22%, Climbs Most in Over a Year  
2) Seeking Alpha: As tablet launches, Eros puts squeeze on with 19% gains  
3) Eros Gains Squeeze Shorts as New Movie, Tablet Hit Market  
4) Seeking Alpha: Eros, Micromax offering content-filled tablet to India  
5) The Fly: Eros International, Micromax partner to launch Canvas Plex tablet  
6) EROS INTERNATIONAL: Micromax Partners with Eros Now to Launch New Content Rich...  
7) Micromax Partners with Eros Now to Launch New Content Rich Tablet in Indian Ma...  
8) The Fly: Eros International call volume above normal and directionally bullish  
9) Eros International Short Interest Rises to 47.0% of Float  
11) Yahoo! Finance: Options Traders Expect Huge Moves in Eros International (EROS) ...  
12) Bollywood’s Eros International Climbs Again Amid Apple Report  
13) Eros International Stock Rises 20% Climbing Most in Over a Year  
14) Options Clearing: New Listings -Eros International PLC - EROS - B  
15) Seeking Alpha: Eros: Roll The Credits  
16) Eros Falls to 17-Month Low in U.S. as India Unit Profit Drops  
17) Seeking Alpha: Eros International -8.6% as India unit results show decline  
18) Street Insider: Eros (EROS) Says It Released Indian Subsidiary Results  
19) Eros International Announces Indian Subsidiary Results
1) INVESTOR ALERT: Khang & Khang LLP Announces an Investigation of Claims Against Eros International PLC (EROS) BUS 11/15
2) EROS INTERNATIONAL PLC SHAREHOLDER ALERT: Wolf Haldenstein Adler Freeman &... BUS 11/15
3) Eros Says It Didn't Disclose Any New Information at Nov. 11 Conf BFW 11/15
4) Eros Says Content is at the Core of Their Business and Baseless and Misleading AL PRN 11/15
5) Eros International Plc Investigated For Potential Securities Law Violations By Blo... PRN 11/15
6) SHAREHOLDER NOTICE: Khang & Khang LLP Announces an Investigation of Claims Against Eros International BUS 11/15
7) SHAREHOLDER ALERT: Levi & Korsinsky, LLP Announces the Commencement of an Investigation of an AL PRN 11/15
8) Eros Falls 31% to Low Amid Questions on Film Business BN 11/15
9) Eros Falls 26% to Low Amid Questions on Film Business BN 11/15
10) Eros International Falls Amid Negative Alpha Exposure Tweets BFW 11/15
11) Social Velocity Alert for Eros International PLC (EROS) BSV 11/15
12) *EROS FALLS TO SESSION LOW; PRESENTED AT WELLS FARGO TODAY BFW 11/15
13) Alpha Exposure: $EROS The CFO subsequently said he will not publish a list of all ... TWT 11/15
14) Ben Axler: $EROS story not over, looks like more information revealed by @alpha... TWT 11/15
16) Eros International Announces Details of Annual Meeting of Shareholders BUS 11/15
17) Eros International Announces Indian Subsidiary Results BUS 11/15
18) Eros International Media 2Q Net Sales 5.05b Rupees Vs 2.4b Y/y BFW 11/15
19) Eros Loses Investor Love Amid Questions on Sales, User Numbers BN 11/15